VVBP Standards for Spatial Audio and Agnostic Format
Conversions

New York, USA.

Introduction of an alternative to ambisonic for a spatial audio containment, format and
playback without any abstraction layers or forced use of signal altering process effects to store
or playback spatial audio. Utilizing a virtualized vector based panning (VVBP) architecture for
the encoding and decoding processes users can diverge unique signal between unique
uncorrelated channels of spatial audio to achieve panning/directional effects not achievable in
ambisonic mixes of any order. VVBP standards do not inherently rely on any real-time process
effects and thus are agnostic to any audio codec & container and already function with existing
mixing tools utilizing ILD or VBAP signal distribution.

0 INTRODUCTION
1 AMBISONIC PLAYBACK MODEL

A psuedo description of ambisonic’s B-Format can be
assimilated from Mid-Side (M/S) microphone and mixing
techniques but in layers to address all three axis of
rotational movements (φ, θ, ψ). The general principle of
encoding and decoding from ambisonic B-Format is by
filtering the audio by correlation and distributing common
signal to «W» and uncorrelated signal to a direcitional axis
and it’s inverted axis (x, y, z)(-x, -y, -z) as shown in figure
1.
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The advantages gained by mixing in a native VVBP
format/workflow for containing spatial audio and
rendering any mix from it are best compared against the
current workflows of B-Format ambisonics and Object
Audio apporaches. All three of which have advantages and
disadvantages however it should be noted that for handling
any spatial audio mixes that do not require real-time or
run-time process effects; users will have more abilities and
features by selecting a VVBP (or SPS as introduced by A.
Farina [2]) instead of an ambisonic mix container for the
use of a 360˚ or 3D sound fields.
The practice of mixing in VVBP for a 3D space/soundfield is synonymous with VBAP [3], traditional surround
amplitude based panning and even stereo amplitude based
panning [4]. User adoption is easy as the only requirement
is the basic understanding of Euler angle concepts (φ, θ, ψ)
projected onto more familiar x, y, z grids as seen in many
common panning tools and DAWs. This is a concept that
is required for all 3D sound-field tools.
After explaining some of the setbacks/disadvantages of
the common alternatives, VVBP format/workflow will be
described by explaining the encoding (panning) processes
to a VVBP8 format—Mach1 Spatial [5]. Decoding from a
Mach1 Spatial encoded mix, and then examples of VVBP
format agnosticity of VVBP transocding and conversion.
These examples will also use descriptions of the benefits
of a VVBP apporach to common user workflows in newer
audio mediums that require 3D soundfields or
360˚ soundfields.
The VVBP8 cuboid configuration is also ideal for
transcoding between any audio format—spatial or
surround—that has used gain distribution of any kind with
little to none mix altering side effects.
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Figure 1 – Describing ambisonic encoding/decoding to source
by use of M/S nomenculture.
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The following describes encoding any number of audio
spaces to a normalized vector space (VSNorm) of a
VVBP8 format [7].
[0] = (1 – x) * y * z
[1] = x * y * z
[2] = (1 – x) * (1 – y) * z
[3] = x * (1 – y) * z
[4] = (1 – x) * y * (1 – z)
[5] = x * y * (1 – z)
[6] = (1 – x) * (1 – y) * (1 – z)
[7] = x * (1 – y) * (1 – z)
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2.1 VVBP ENCODING
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Figure 2 - Describing the additions of higher orders of
ambisonic to decrease source accuracy/spread

While ambisonic B-Format for 3D spaces starts at 1st
order (4channels), the common issue of directional source
blur and the general directional accuracy is improved by
adding more B-Format orders of audio channels when
encoding. The number of channels dictated by the order
of ambisonics encoded to is determined by (N + 1)2
where N is the maximum order [6].
1.1 DISADVANTAGES
The following are some disadvantages to users
mixing/streaming/rendering to an ambisonic encoded
spatial mix.

• Input sound sources cannot be natively isolated to any
specific direction.
• Input sound source ratios to each other are reduced in
total allowed dynamic range due to the use of
correlation for many summing stages to simulate
directionality.
• Directional accuracy of localized source requires more
resources/channels of audio.
• The use of filter / delay based processing effects are
often used during decoding to gain more directional
differences during headtracking.

same spherical panning results as seen in ambisonics
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Figure 3 - Describing signal distribution in a VVBP8 cuboid
format
2.1.1 DIVERGE NOT DISTANCE

A key prinicpal to encoding to VVBP is the use of
diverge for the measurement from center to the edge of
the VSNorm.

2 VVBP PLAYBACK MODEL

The recommendation for VVBP standard comes with
its ease of understanding and use due to the similarity of
functionality to traditional stereophonic or surround
mixing. This allows users to understand the directional
decomposition of their mix during the encoding stage
without the more complex understanding of multiple
spherical harmonic additions, metering tools and effect
tools for VVBP have less of an abstraction layer.
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Figure 4 - Describing the Diso area of uncorrelated signal
panning for more creative panning/encoding

Similar to any VBAP panning tool, there are areas of
the VSNorm where samples of some channels are 100%
unique over the time domain. This is known as fully
diverged signal encoding to that input sound/audio
source’s location at φ or θ so that the inverse φ or θ
wouldn’t include any encoding of that input sound/audio.
This is the same principal to hard-panning [8] in
stereophonic mixing except adopted for the VSNorn or any

3D vector space. This is natively built into the prinicipals
of all VVBP formats unlike ambisonic which uses more
audio channels to allow more narrow encoding/decoding
of audio from the 3D space or frequency weighting
techniques to apply different encoding to different
frequency bands of the input source sound/audio. [6]
2.1.2 VVBP PERIPHONIC ENCODING
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Periphonic based encoding for a mono sound source is
done by the following function for preparing a common
user interface to easily encode to the VSNorm:
x = cos(φ) * diverge
y=θ
z = sin(φ) * diverge
Where diverge equals the distance from center within
the VSNorm to signify the amount of signal distribution
difference between that current φ angle’s front/rear.
Examples of VVBP or SPS based recordings can be
found at [5][9][10].
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Figure 5 - Histogram of original input stereo file
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2.2 VVBP DECODING

Decoding for VVBP is best simulated by placing any
number of “virtual microphones”. Additionally using 2
“virtual microphones” at center origin of the VSNorm and
additional use of rotation and attenuation functions a user
can utilize any VVBP encoded audio for headtracking or
binaural headtracked decoded audio based on the user’s
orientation and position. Decoding for these use cases can
be done without any additional signal-altering process
and get accurate results with just the use of timely ILD
decoding
Decoding to common configurations of surround
multichannel audio can easily be done by deciding on the
vector coordinates of each “virtual microphone” within
the VSNorm.
2.2.1 EXAMPLES OF DECODING

The following examples were conducted by encoding
the same stereo source material to a VVBP8 and first
order ambisonic (FOA), these are seen in figures 5, 6, 7,
8. Encoding used [0˚φ, 0˚θ] with maximum “width” or
“diverge” respectively. Decoding used [0˚φ, 0˚θ, 0˚ψ].
This example case is one of a few that shows ambisonics
inability to recreate the same input on decoding, however
if the user intends creative mixing options for their spatial
mix soundfield, this is a required example case for any
spatial audio format to easily handle. The goal is to
illustrate the simplicity behind the architecture of VVBP
spatial mixing as well as it’s immediate ability to decode
the same results as ambisonic soundfields and some
additional results that can only be acquired with a format
that supports channel independent audio data such as
VVBP (and in this case; VVBP8).
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Figure 6 - Histogram of decoded VVBP output stereo file
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Figure 7 - Histogram of decoded FOA output stereo file
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Figure 8 - Histogram of decoded SOA output stereo file

Figure 11 - Correlation plot of the input stereo and SOA output
stereo
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Figure 9 - Correlation plot of the input stereo and VVBP output
stereo
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Figure 10 - Correlation plot of the input stereo and FOA output
stereo
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Figure 9, 10, 11 illustrate how encoding to these two
different format approaches can alter the intended
playback despite attempting to playback the same
material as source. VVBP formats can support
independent audio data in different channels which can
allow areas of panning that are directionally isolated due
to the uncorrelation between that φ or θ and -φ or –θ of
the encoded audio. The plots show any deviation from the
center plot to be a difference in signal when comparing
the input and the decoded output when looking at it as
described earlier. We can see a lot of difference in the
sample to sample coefficient plot in the FOA (first order
ambisonic) example, and these deviations hone in toward
a 1,1 plot in the SOA (second order ambisonic) example
which further supports many claims that this issue can be
improved upon by adding more orders to the ambisonic
encoding process [11]. This same comparison allows us
to observe the dynmamic range of the stereo decoded
results as per Table 1.
Mix Type
Observed
Dynamic
Inverse
Output
Range
Angle
dBFS
Loss %
Diffusion
Coefficient
Input
-5dBFS
N/A
N/A
Stereo
VVBP8
-5dBFS
0%
1.0
1st Order
Ambisonic
3rd Order
Ambisonic

-3dBFS

20.57%

0.7943

-4.3dBFS

7.74%

0.9226

Table 1 - Theoretical Dynamic Range Loss

These results are from encoding and decoding each
mix type and then metering the decoded stereo and
measuring loss of dynamic range from diffusion of
panned/encoded sources. It should be noted that these
results will vary for ambisonics dependent on the
weighting and normalization / transformations used
during either processes, however it should be noted that
even with a 16 channel or more ambisonic file you can
clearly view diffusion of sources with completely inverse
φ or θ angle. The Inverse Angle Diffusion Coefficient

(IADC) is used to measure how much dynamic range is
lost due to a formats use of the signal at different poles.
The dBFS of a sample at the source orientation encoded
for that sample [the targetted (φ, θ + maximum
directional isolation)] can now be easily compared with
the measured signal in dBFS of the sample at the inverse
orientation (-φ, -θ). This can also be measured by
decoding a sample at the target (φ, θ + maximum
directional isolation) and comparing the signal in dBFS to
the input source sample. The difference in these
measurements can be used as the IADC.
2.3 VVBP TRANSCODING

Unlike other common spatial based audio formats,
VVBP can be utilized to transcode a multichannel
surround audio mix to VVBP and back to the same (or
any other) multichannel surround audio mix with the
exact results and a correlation difference of 1.0. This style
of transcoding to and from VVBP can be also used for
spatial audio formats, granted that all run-time decoding
effects will be avoided due to the process free decoding
of native VVBP formats. This is nicely explained by A.
Farino [2] under the section “Are these transformations
lossless?”, quoting directly: “If we start with an SPS
[VVBP] signal, this has the theoretical possibility of
infinite channel separation. Which means that we could
create a sound field where the sound comes just from one
of the SPS [VVBP] directions, and there is no sound
coming from elsewhere.
In Ambisonics this is not possible, the sound
distribution is always a continuous balloon. This ballon
can be stretched significantly towards one direction only
by using High Order Ambisonics (order 5 or more). But
in practice we are limited to the usage of Ambisonics
order 2 or 3, maximum.
This inherently spread the sound all around, reducing
spatial "sharpness" in comparison with the SPS format…

…if you want maximum spatial resolution, you should
generate your signals natively in the SPS [VVBP]
format…” –Angelo Farino [2]
4 NOMENCLATURE

VVBP
ILD
VBAP
SPS
HOA
VSNorm
Diso
IADC

= Virtual Vector Based Panning
= Iteraural Level Difference
= Vector Based Amplitude Panning
= Spatial PCM Sampling
= Higher Order Ambisonics
= Normalized Vector Space (cuboid)
= Measured Directional Isolation Difference
= Inverse Angle Diffusion Coefficient

5 CONCLUSION

Having immediate access to directional isolation as well
as uncorrelated and independent audio data per channel for
a spatial format or surround conversion container is a

critical feature that is native to all VVBP formats. In
comparison to ambisonics, which requires orders of more
channels of audio data to be added to lessen this issue, we
can standardize an approach such as a cuboid VVBP8 for
far less resources but with no sacrifice to dynamic range,
stereo decoded isolation or understanding of more
complex abstraction processes such as spherical
harmonics. The comparisons done above illustrate that an
8 channel VVBP already has more abilities of unique
encoding points than any order of ambisonic mixing,
additionally that on the decoding side it has an angle
dispersion accuracy that can only be seen in higher order
ambisonics already doubling the channel count and audio
data needed (and usually even more). All of this aside, we
can simply approach the same requirements for mixing
with only the basic understandings of VBAP, allowing
much more intuitive UI, metering and spatial audio effects
to be developed.
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